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We shall be concerned with a monotone decomposition of R with only one nondegenerate decomposition element X. We use g to denote the decomposition map and g(R3) the decomposition space. Also, D denotes a disk. To determine if g(R3) is simply connected we shall be concerned with Since p and q belong to different arc components of X, for large r, g-1F(a rb r) winds around T many times--even more than g-1F(a 0b0) does.
Let y(r) be the number of times that g-l(F(Bd Dr)) winds around T 1. Suppose r is so large that y(r) > O.
Let z(s) be the number of times that T winds around T 1. We suppose s is so large that z(s) > y(r) and g-lF(Bd Dr) misses Bd T. We suppose that on D near F-I(g(BdT)), F has enough general position so that D n F-lg(Bd Ts) is the union of a finite number of mutually disjoint simply closed It rnay be that f-(g(X)) has several components. We wish to avoid this.
With that purpose in mind we suppose D is a round planar disk and let C be the convex hull of f-(g(X)) and partially extend f to send C to g(X). For convenience we call the extension f. Now f is defined except on a collection Extend f to take ab into g(N,, X). Extend f further on a finitely holed D/' to take the finitely holed D/' into g(Nx X) where the boundary of the holes go into g(N,,). To ,get the extension we use the hypothesis that X is unlike-a-solenoid.
We now find that f is defined except on open disks whose boundaries are sent by f into g(Nn3 ). In fact on all but a finite number of these disks, f sends their boundaries into g(Nn, ). We extend f into a part of the interiors of this finite collection so that now f is defined except on open disks whose boundaries are sent into g(Nn, ). Using the hypothesis that X is unlike-a-solenoid we pick the extension on the new part to take this new part into g(Nn2 ).
The extension is extended a countable number of times and finally we define the extension to take the remaining part of D to g(X). We have now shown that g(R3) is locally simply connected. That it is simply connected follows from the following theorem. 
X is solenoid-like
We say that X is solenoid-like if there is a neighborhood N of X in R3 such that for any neighborhood N' of X there is a map f of Bd D into N'-X which cannot be pulled in N-X on a finitely holed D arbitrarily close to X. One might note if X is solenoid-like, then it is untrue that X is unlike-a- 
